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(Applause Books). The Broadway Musical Quiz Book includes nearly 80 quizzes on every aspect of

the Broadway musical, including sections devoted to the careers of major Broadway stars,

songwriters, directors, and producers, ranging from Ethel Merman to Stephen Sondheim. It also

features thematic quizzes such as musicals set in France, adaptations from literature, food and

drink, British shows, references to sports, biographical shows, and jukebox musicals and quizzes

covering each decade from 1900 to the present. With over 700 shows mentioned, and over 1200

questions, The Broadway Musical Quiz Book is detailed and thorough: the answer section doesn't

merely list the answers, it provides further information on the quizzes' subjects (and often on wrong

answers, too!). The Broadway Musical Quiz Book is more than just a compendium of trivia; it's a

anecdotal history of musical theatre, with something for everyone who loves The Great White Way!
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This book is not for someone who is only a passive fan of musicals. I consider myself very learned

on the subject and I find myself getting half the questions wrong!! But still it's a very fun trip and I

find I'm learning a lot. Just beware that you have to be a BIG fan to even begin to do well on these

things:)

I am a huge musical theatre fan who collects cast albums, reads books on the subject, watches the

Tonys every year, and tries to catch every Broadway tour that comes my way. I've seen shows in



NY, London, and even seen shows in foreign languages in other countries. (The German production

of Wicked was truly spectacular.) I merely state this to establish some credibility before I give my

reasons for disliking this book:The questions are too difficult to make these quizzes fun. The author

writes in the beginning that she tried to make it interesting for hardcore fans like myself as well as

casual fans. If this is true, I'm surprised she didn't categorize the quizzes by difficulty level and gives

us quizzes ranging from very easy to very hard rather than a whole book of quizzes that only fit in

the latter category. As it stands, I could only answer about one in every seven questions. Thus, I

can't imagine a casual musical theatre fan getting much enjoyment from this book. Of course, not

knowing a question prompts you to look up the answer and learn something new, which is exciting,

but not all the information is correct. I reached the "Typically English" quiz covering British shows,

only the fourth quiz in the book, and I already ran across a mistake* and a pretty obvious one at

that. This leads me to question the validity of other information contained in this book.Overall, I love

the idea of this book. I just think it could have been a touch easier and researched better while still

being fun and interesting to ALL those who appreciate musical theatre.*In the answers section for

the "Typically English" quiz (under #10, pg. 199), the author states that Lauri Peters (and the

children) from The Sound of Music lost the Best Featured Actress Tony to Sandra Church from

Gypsy. She/they actually lost to their costar in The Sound of Music, Patricia Neway.

I wholeheartedly agree with the other reviewer: This musical trivia book is not for the casual lover of

musicals. I received this book for Christmas and we're barely scratching the surface, but I can

already tell we'll have hours and hours of fun testing what we know and how we can find out the

answers to the (many many) things we don't know at all. It's best if you're willing to work with open

websites like the ibdb, the guide to musical theatre, and musical lyric sites (such as allmusicals), just

to name a few. You'll really feel like you've earned your answers, especially when you know one or

two right off the cuff. But you'll definitely learn loads about the history of the art form - not just lyrics

and libretti but productions, composers, performers, and all sorts of hidden gems on every aspect of

musicals and musical theatre. One of the best parts of the book are the details that the author

provides in both the questions... and the answers!

"The Broaedway Musical Quiz Book" is by no means for the layman. I've worked in musical theatre

for thirty years and huge chunks of this book left my forehead crinkled and my mind saying, "What

the-" The only sequence in which I got them all correct was on Stephen Sondheim, but then there is

no one alive other than Sondheim himself who could tell you more.(Maybe not even him; we rarely



follow our own lives with the same scruntiny as others do.)However this book is a lot of fun. I picture

a dorm room full of theatre majors playing with the book; I picture teachers looking for extra credit

questions. I also can see how this book is useful in looking at the history of Aerican Musical Theatre.

I can see the book spending a summer on the porch or a winter in the bathroom.If you're a fan who

lovedf "Cats" and "Phantom" but can't say who wrote the lyrics and book for those two shows, save

your money and buy a Sarah Brightman DVD. If you're smarter than that and have a sincere interest

in American Musical Theatre, you could do a lot worse.I do wonder, however, how the author would

have done on this before her hunt for information.

Good trivia book for Broadway buffs. Nice selection on songwriters and a few stars. The literary quiz

is the hardest (and it omitted several authors like Gaston Leroux- only one major work but several

productions) Would like to see a second volume with more serious themes like Jews on Broadway,

the influence on gays, shows popular in the West End and other venues, etc.)

Every Monday I post a musical theatre quiz on my website.... and everyone just adores them. And

they're not easy quizzes -- very smart questions that really make you think. Great for those "theatre

geeks" in your life.

I bought this as a gift for a son majoring in live theater sound production and he really liked it. He

took it back to school with him, so I didn't read any of the questions, but he thought it was a neat gift

so someone who is really into musicals.

I thought this would be a fun book for a friend who likes to go to plays. But after getting the book, I

didn't end up giving it to this friend if mine due to the difficult of the questions. This will be

someone's white elephant gift one day!
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